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With the advent of chemical strategies that allow the design of smart bioconjugates, peptide- and
protein-drug conjugates are emerging as highly efficient therapeutics to overcome limitations of
conventional treatment, as exemplified by antibody-drug conjugates (ADCs). While targeting peptides
serve similar roles as antibodies to recognize overexpressed receptors on diseased cell surfaces,
peptide-drug conjugates suffer from poor stability and bioavailability due to their low molecular
weights. Through a combination of a supramolecular protein-based assembly platform and a pHresponsive linker, we devise herein the convenient assembly of a trivalent protein-drug conjugate. The
conjugate should ideally possess distinct features of ADCs such as (1) recognition sites that recognize
cell receptor and are arranged on (2) distinct location on a high molecular weight protein scaffold, (3) a
stimuli-responsive linker, as well as (4) an attached payload such as a drug molecule. These AD-like
conjugates target cancer cells that overexpress somatostatin receptors, could enable controlled release
in the microenvironment of cancer cells through a new pH-responsive biotin linker, and exhibit
stability in biological media.
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1. Introduction

Biomolecules such as peptides and proteins are emerging as powerful therapeutics due to
their ability to interact selectively with biological targets and to effect specific biological
responses.1 One of the most eminent biotherapeutics are antibody-drug conjugates (ADCs)
that represent powerful treatment options by integrating the specific recognition of antibodies
towards selective cell types with potent cytotoxic drugs that can induce apoptosis.2 In
particular the recent progress in site-selective protein modifications expanded the chemical
toolbox to design structurally precise ADCs with improved activities in a reproducible
fashion.3–7 Moreover, the design of tailored linkers connecting the drug molecules with the
antibody surface and allowing the controlled release of the drug payload stimulated by
physiological environment unique to diseased cells has further increased their efficacy.8,9
Several ADCs are already in clinical trials, thus underlining their importance and potential in
the market.10–15 Nevertheless, antibodies are isolated from animals or have to be engineered
recombinantly and ADCs could suffer from off-target toxicity due to instability of linkers.16
Targeting peptides, on the other hand, can be prepared in large scale synthetically, bind to a
broad range of biological targets, exhibit low toxicity, and possess chemical diversity as well
as high potency/selectivity. However, due to the low molecular weight of individual peptides,
their application can be limited by short half-life and rapid clearance.17,18 To overcome the
Achilles’ heel of peptide therapeutics, nanoparticles formulation with peptides have been
devised but they are usually considerably larger, lack molecular precision, and require
biodegradability into non-toxic metabolites.19 In this regards, we have previously established
the assembly of multiprotein complexes that contain functional proteins as well as multiple
copies of targeting peptides on an avidin to target cancer cells that overexpress somatostatin 2
receptors (SSTR2).20–22 The chemically engineered fusion protein has shown significant
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improvement for cell-type selective antitumor treatment compared to treatment with the
antibody, avastin.20
Hence, the preparation of structurally defined AD-inspired conjugates combining multiple
targeting groups as well as drug molecules connected by stimulus responsive linkers would
offer several advantages. For instance, they could be optimized through synthetic chemistry
to provide cell recognition with improved drug potency and through the design of a stable
linkage in blood circulation, release the drug payload in the microenvironment at the tumor
site.9,23 In this regards, dynamic covalent chemistry (DCvC) offers many attractive properties
since it combines dynamicity of supramolecular chemistry, stability of covalent bonds, and is
stimuli responsive.24–27 The most classical example is the hydrazone linkage, which is often
incorporated into delivery platform as a pH-cleavable trigger but is non-reversible due to its
slow association rate.28,29 Moreover, the slow reaction rate of hydrazone formation means that
in situ generation of protein-drug conjugate is not feasible. Consequently, other pHresponsive DCv linkers such as the dynamic B–O/N bonds with faster association rates have
emerged.27,30,31 Recent findings have shown that the reactions of boronic acid derivatives
with 1,2-diols or the salicylhydroxamic acid (SHA) offers advantages for protein conjugation,
namely mild conditions, possibility of using water as a solvent, and pH responsiveness of the
resultant B–O and B–N bonds.32,33 The fast association rates of these interactions also
allowed for rapid, in-situ assembly of dynamic protein-drug conjugates.34 In addition,
peroxide-triggered cleavage of the boronic acid can also induce release in cancer cells where
high concentrations of hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) is a hallmark of the tumor
microenvironment.35
We report herein the design and rapid assembly of an antibody-drug-inspired supramolecular
conjugate combining receptor-targeting somatostatin peptides and the drug doxorubicin (DOX)
connected with a pH-responsive adapter to mimic key features in ADCs (Figure 1). The multipartite
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conjugate exhibits distinct function at individual domain, (1) recognition sites that allow multiple
interactions with cell surface receptor and are arranged (2) on distinct locations on a high molecular
weight protein scaffold, (3) a pH-responsive and oxidation-sensitive linker, and (4) a cytotoxic drug
molecule. These conjugates target cancer cells overexpressing somatostatin receptors with the
possibility for controlled release of the cytotoxic drug in the acidic tumor microenvironment or
under oxidative conditions, as well as exhibit stability in biological media.
2. Results and Discussion
2.1 Chemical Design and Synthesis

To prepare a stimuli-responsive trivalent protein-drug conjugate that possesses similar
features to ADCs for targeted delivery, three components are required: (1) a dynamic
covalent adapter to bridge the avidin carrier and cargo in a pH-dependent manner; (2) boronic
acid modified drug or dyes as molecular cargo; and (3) the cyclic peptide, somatostatin,
monofunctionalized with biotin to confer cell-type specificity to the conjugate (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Illustration of the key components and features of in the design of an antibody-drug
conjugate and an antibody-drug-inspired conjugate that can (1) address receptors overexpressed on
cancer cells in a multivalent fashion to achieve internalization and (2) controlled release of molecular
cargos via a dynamic covalent linker that is pH-responsive or undergoes oxidative cleavage.
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To assemble and disassemble the cargo in a pH-responsive fashion, we selected the pHreversible interaction between boronic acid-salicyclhydroxamate (SHA). A bifunctional
linker comprising of biotin and SHA was designed and synthesized. We started the synthesis
of the biotin-SHA linker with a triethylene glycol chain, for both improved water solubility as
well as sufficient spacer length to enable optimal binding to the biotin binding pocket and the
boronic acid modified compounds.36 The overall synthesis route starting from compound 1 is
depicted in the Supporting Information (Scheme S1). The syntheses of precursor compounds
1-8 were accomplished using previously reported protocols (Scheme S1) 37,38 and the critical
steps of the synthesis (compounds 10-11) are shown in Scheme 1A.

Scheme 1. (A) Two steps synthesis of biotin-SHA (compound 11) from compound 8; (a) 9,
CuSO4.5H2O, sodium ascorbate, tetrahydrofuran/Milli-Q, room temperature, overnight, 100%; (b)
triisopropyl silane, trifluoroacetic acid, methanol, room temperature, 2 h, 100%. (B) Synthesis of
DOX-B(OH)2 (compound 14), 22% yield; (c) NHS, EDC.HCl, DMAP, DMF, room temperature,
overnight; (d) DOX*HCl, NaCO3, ACN, H2O, room temperature, overnight, 22%. (C) Synthesis of BDPB(OH)2 (compound 17), 44% yield; (e) DMF, DIEA, room temperature, overnight, 44%.
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All intermediate compounds were characterized by

1

13

H-NMR and/or

C-NMR (see

Supporting Information). A trityl-protected ethynyl SHA (compound 9)37 was coupled to
compound 8 by copper catalyzed azide-alkyne cycloaddition to afford compound 10 in
quantitative yield. Compounds 8 and 10 were analyzed by liquid chromatography–mass
spectrometry (LC-MS, see Figure S3–4) to determine their purity. The target compound 11
(biotin-SHA) was obtained through the deprotection of the trityl group under acidic
conditions in quantitative yield. Compound 11 was characterized by 1H-,

13

C-NMR, COSY-

45, and LC-MS (Figure S1–2 and Figure S5). Based on the COSY-45 measurement, all
peaks in 1H-NMR could be assigned to the corresponding hydrogen atoms of biotin-SHA
(Figure S1). The chromatogram of the LC-MS revealed at 214 nm and 254 nm only a single
peak with m/z 721 [M + H]+ and 743 [M + Na]+, which is consistent with the calculated mass
of compound 11 (calcd. mass: 721 g mol-1, formula C32H48N8O9S).
In the next step, we synthesized boronic acid functionalized cargos, which can be bound to
the SHA linker 11. To enable dynamic covalent binding of a drug to the SHA linker, we
modified the chemotherapeutic doxorubicin (DOX), a known and marketed cytostatic, with a
boronic acid group (compound 13) to yield DOX-B(OH)2 (compound 14, see Scheme 1B). A
carboxyphenylboronic acid (compound 12) was activated with N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS)
to form compound 13 and afterwards to react in a condensation reaction with the amine of
DOX. Compound 14 was purified by HPLC (22% yield) and further characterized by 1H
NMR and LC-MS (Figure S6–7). The chromatogram at 214 nm revealed a single peak and
the masses: m/z = 969 [M + acetal fragment (278)]+, 709 [M + H2O]+, 397, 278 [Acetal
fragmentation]+; 690 [M - H]- (calc. [M]: 691.21 g/mol), corresponding to compound 14
(Figure S6). Boronic acid modified dyes, namely BODIPY and rhodamine B were prepared
as molecular cargoes. A NHS ester of the BODIPY (BDP, compound 15) dye was reacted
with (4-(aminomethyl)phenyl)boronic acid (compound 16) to yield BDP-B(OH)2 (compound
This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.

17, 44% yield, see Scheme 1C). BDP-B(OH)2 was characterized by 1H-NMR and LC-MS
(Figure S8–9). The chromatogram at 254 nm revealed a single peak and the corresponding
masses: m/z = 406.19 [M-HF + H]+, 448.17 [M + Na]+, 489.21 [M + ACN + Na]+, 851.39
[2M + H]+, and 873.37 [2M + Na]+ (Figure S9). Rhodamine dye was modified with a boronic
acid group (Rho-B(OH)2) according to a previous protocol.39 In addition, a non-cleavable S3Avi-DOX (18) was prepared as a control for subsequent cytotoxicity studies (Figure
S1012).
For the targeting entity, we selected the cyclic peptide hormone somatostatin (SST), which
binds to SST receptors overexpressed on cancer cells.40,41 SST consists of 14 amino acids and
a single disulfide which allows incorporation of a single biotin (biotin-SST).42 Specifically, a
bis-sulfone-based reagent was used and via subsequent Michael additions, disulfide
rebridging was accomplished to introduce a single biotin functionality.37 The reagent was
chosen as it was reported that the rebridging allows the site and receptor binding of SST to
SSTR2 to be retained.37
2.2 Preparation of Somatostatin-Avidin Complex
The multidomain protein constructs were assembled using the avidin-biotin technology
through a two-steps process. The components used for assembly include avidin, biotin-SHA,
boronic acid modified cargos (BDP-B(OH)2, DOX-B(OH)2, Rho-B(OH)2), and biotin-SST.
Avidin (Avi) is a tetrameric protein of around 66 kDa in size and possesses four natural
binding sites for biotin. We adopted a previously reported strategy for the assembly of
different ratio of targeting peptides to avidin.20 First, a competitive binding assay using 2-(4hydroxyphenylazo)benzoic acid (HABA) with lower binding affinity was used to achieve
stoichiometric control (Figure 2A).
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Figure 2. (A) Schematic illustration of competitive binding of HABA and biotin to avidin. (B) HABA
binding assay of Avi, Avi saturated with biotin, and S3-Avi-SHA. (C) Linear plot of HABA assay against
biotin-lysine (y = -0.0357x + 0.2144, R² = 0.9931) to determine the number of SST per Avi in S1–S4Avi conjugates. (D) Size determination by dynamic light scattering of non-cleavable S3-Avi-DOX and
Avi.

Because of its higher affinity for avidin, biotin displaces HABA leading to a decrease of
absorbance at 500 nm until complete disappearance upon saturation of all binding pockets
(Figure 2B). Avidin conjugates with different entities of SST were prepared following the
reported method20 to afford constructs with an average of 0.6 (S1-Avi), 1.3 (S2-Avi) or 3.3
(S3-Avi) SST per avidin. The number of SST per Avi was determined using a linear plot
from HABA assay against biotin-lysine (Figure 2C). Thereafter, the empty binding pockets of
S1–3-Avi were saturated with a biotin entity to further investigate their binding on cell
This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.

surfaces expressing SST2 receptors (SSTR2; Figure S13). Specifically, binding of these
conjugates to the SSTR2 and whether this binding is promoted for conjugates with two or
three SST per avidin, due to a possible multivalency effect, was studied using an agonistic
calcium flux assay offered by Genscript. Serial dilutions of the three conjugates were added
to wild type cells (CHO-K1/Gα15) and recombinant cells (CHO-K1/Gα15/SSTR2)
overexpressing SSTR2, respectively. The binding of S1–3-Avi conjugates was measured via
a fluorimetric assay for calcium flux activation induced upon SSTR2 stimulation and the
corresponding results are depicted in Figure S13. While the wild type showed no binding of
S1–3-Avi conjugates, the recombinant cells expressing SSTR2 revealed a concentrationdependent binding of S1–3-Avi conjugates and the half maximum effective concentration
(EC50) values, where half of the S1–3-Avi conjugates are bound to the SSTR2 receptor
(Table 1), were calculated for each conjugate. As expected, a lower EC50 value was found for
both S2-Avi (137 nM) and S3-Avi (104 nM) conjugates compared to the S1-Avi (371 nM)
conjugate (Table 1). The EC50 increases by almost threefold in S2-Avi compared to S1-Avi.
This observation is likely enhanced due to an additive effect or bivalency. However, the
increase in EC50 in S3-Avi compared to S2-Avi is less pronounced and is presumably due to
the spatial orientation of the peptide and the distribution the receptors on the cell surface,
resulting in a less pronounced increase in binding. Since S3-Avi has the lowest EC50 value,
further investigations were performed using S3-Avi providing an additional empty binding
site for the incorporation of a cargo.
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Table 1. The half maximum effective concentration (EC50) values of conjugates with 1–3
somatostatin complexed (S1–S3) to each avidin (Avi) determined by calcium flux assay (Genscript) to
measure calcium release induced by the agonistic interactions between SSTR2 and S1–S3-Avi with
recombinant CHO-K1 cells overexpressing SSTR2. Samples were obtained in duplicates and
measured with concentration range from 0.03 nM – 10 M.

Conjugate

EC50

S1-Avi

371 nM

S2-Avi

137 nM

S3-Avi

104 nM

2.3 Preparation of pH responsive S3-Avi-Cargo, Binding, and Stability Studies
Having determined the EC50 of S3-Avi, we proceeded to determine the binding affinity of the
Avi-SHA to boronic acid. The pH-dependent binding of Avi-SHA to boronic acid modified
probes was investigated using fluorescence quenching, which is observed upon binding of
boronic acid to Avi-SHA.32,33 Serial dilutions of S3-Avi-SHA starting at concentration of 250
M were titrated to a fixed concentration of 400 nM BDP-B(OH)2 at pH 7.4 or pH 6 and
incubated for 30 minutes (Figure 3A). A plot was obtained from the change in fluorescence
intensity induced by the binding of Avi-SHA to BDP-B(OH)2 and the KD was determined to
be 2.4 ± 0.74 µM for Avi-BDP (Figure 3B). The result is consistent with previous findings
where the SHA-boronic acid interactions are in the low µM range.43,44 As expected, there was
no binding under acidic conditions showing the pH-dependence of the system, which is
attractive for the release of molecular cargoes in acidic endolysozomes of cancer cells or in
acidic cancer microenvironment.
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Figure 3. (A) Reaction of Avi-SHA and BDP-B(OH)2. (B) Fluorescence quenching titration of Avi-SHA
against BDP-B(OH)2. A KD of 2.4 µM was determined at pH 7.4; no binding was observed at pH 6 (n =
3,

deviation

is

plotted

as

SEM).

(C)

Fluorescence

emission

spectra

of

5.8 M of S3-Avi-Rho, rhodamine B, and S3-Avi-SHA. (D) FRET study showing formation of S3-AviRho with S3-Avi-SHA as a control. (E) Stability of S3-Avi-BDP in 10% FCS and cargo release under
biologically relevant oxidative condition (H2O2).

Next, we proceeded to prepare various pH-responsive S3-Avi-Cargo assemblies (Cargo =
DOX, BDP, and Rho). Based on the stoichiometric optimization using HABA, biotin-SHA
was added to S3-Avi in the ratio of 1:1 (Figure 2B). The resultant S3-Avi-SHA complex was
then incubated with the boronic acid-modified cargo molecules modified with boronic acid
(Figure 3A) to form three different S3-Avi-Cargo complexes. The resultant complexes were
purified by ultrafiltration at a MWCO of 10 kDa and characterized by UV-VIS (Figure S14).
The identity of the S3-Avi-Cargo was confirmed by the emergence of the characteristic
absorbance peak of the respective cargoes (Figure S14, BDP = 509 nm; DOX = 480 nm). The
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hydrodynamic diameter of non-cleavable S3-Avi-DOX was determined to be 11.7 nm, in
comparison to avidin with a diameter of 7.7 nm (Figure 2D, S15). The size increase is
presumably due to the binding of SST to Avi. The binding of S3-Avi-SHA to the boronic
acid modified cargoes was further confirmed by Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET),
where energy transfer can only occur between two fluorescent entities in close proximity
(>10 nm).45 We selected Cy5 and rhodamine as FRET pair where rhodamine acts as donor
and Cy5 as acceptor. For FRET measurements, we statistically labeled Avi with Cy5. Cy5
labeled S3-Avi-SHA and Rho-B(OH)2 were mixed in a ratio of 1:1 and were incubated for
20 minutes to form S3-Avi-Rho. Cy5-labeled S3-Avi-SHA was implemented as a negative
control. Upon excitation at a wavelength of 540 nm we measured the emission of Cy5 at
672 nm, a significant increase in the emission signal of Cy5-labeled S3-Avi-Rho at 672 nm
was observed compared to the control S3-Avi-SHA (Figure 3CD), suggesting the
occurrence of an energy transfer. This confirmed the successful binding of Rho-B(OH)2 to
S3-Avi-SHA.
Compared to larger proteins, peptides such as somatostatin could interact with proteins in
biological media before reaching targeted sites,46,47 and linker instability could lead to offtarget toxicity, thus hampering applications. Thus, we further investigated the stability of the
linker and the supramolecular construct, S3-Avi-BDP (100 µM) in 10% fetal calf serum.
Aliquots were drawn after incubation of 2, 6, 12, and 24 h and directly applied and analyzed
using size exclusion chromatography on a fast protein liquid chromatography (FPLC) system
with a multiwavelength detector. Remarkably, the construct remained intact up to 24 h,
confirming its stability (Figure 3E). Since boronic acid is known to undergo oxidative
cleavage to form phenols,48 we further tested the cleavage of the cargo and its release under
biologically relevant concentration of hydrogen peroxide (5 µM)49 using FPLC (Figure 3E).
At 2 h, there was already a significant decrease in the signal by about 59% at  = 480 nm,
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indicating the dissociation of S3-Avi-BDP into S3-Avi and free BDP. After 24 h, up to 91%
of the S3-Av-BDP had dissociated, suggesting that besides pH, controlled release of the
cargo can also be achieved under oxidative conditions found inside cancer cells with neutral
extracellular microenvironment.50
2.4 Cellular Uptake and Cytotoxicity Studies
SST is an endogenous peptide hormone released through a variety of stimuli and is binding to
the membrane’s GPCR receptors SSTR1–5. Many solid tumor cell lines, including human
lung cancer cell line A549 and breast cancer cell line MDA-MB-231, are overexpressing
SSTR2 receptors. Thus, SST has been used for tumor diagnostics and therapeutic purposes.
We first verified that SSTR2 is expressed in A549 and MDA-MB-231 cells using Western
blot (Figure S16). Since receptor-mediated uptake is an energy-dependent process,51 the cell
uptake of S3-Avi at 4 °C and 37 °C into the SSTR2‐expressing A549 were quantified using
flow cytometry. At 4 °C, cell internalization was quenched in both 200 nM of S3-Avi and Avi
(control) after 30 minutes of incubation (Figure 4A) but could get more pronounced at 37 oC.
After 4 h incubation at 37 °C, the preferred uptake of S3-Avi over the control Avi became
more significant compared to 30 minutes incubation (Figure 4B). Taken together, our results
suggest that the internalization of S3-Avi is mostly guided by a receptor-mediated uptake
rather than passive diffusion. To further prove the receptor-mediated uptake, we performed
studies on BDP-labeled S3-Avi using confocal microscopy with A549 cell line, as well as an
additional SSTR2-expressing breast cancer cell line MDA-MB-231 (Figure 4C, S17). We
found that S3-Avi (500 nM) were internalized into both cell lines in contrast to Avi, which
showed no internalization upon incubation at 24 h.
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Figure 4. (A) Flow cytometry analysis of uptake of S3-Avi into A549 cells at 4 °C and 37 °C after 30
minutes incubation (n=3). (B) Flow cytometry analysis of uptake of S3-Avi into A549 cells at 37 °C
after 4 h incubation (n=3). (C) Cellular uptake studies of 500 nM of BDP-labeled S3-Avi and Avi-BDP in
A549 lung cancer cells and MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells after 24 h. Nuclei were stained in blue.
Scale bar = 20 µm. (D) Cytotoxicity of free DOX versus S3-Avi-DOX in A549 cells (n=3, 250 µM S3-AviDOX n=2).

Next, the translocation of a molecular cargo by S3-Avi into A549 cells was confirmed by
confocal microscopy using Cy5-labeled S3‐Avi-BDP (Figure S18). Incubation of S3-AviBDP (500 nM) for 4 h already showed efficient uptake into A549 using confocal microscopy.
Thereafter, the cytotoxicity of a boronic acid modified model drug, DOX (DOX-B(OH)2),
was investigated using S3-Avi-DOX. The cytotoxicity and EC50 of pH-responsive S3-AviDOX towards A549 were determined after incubation for 24 h. S3-Avi-DOX (EC50 = 5  0.3
This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.

µM, R2 = 0.999) with significantly reduced cell viability compared to DOX (EC50 = 37  6
µM, R2 = 0.993) treatment alone (Figure 4D). There is only a small difference observed
compared to treatment with non-cleavable S3-Avi-DOX (Figure S19, EC50 = 27  17 µM, R2
= 0.954). The enhancement of EC50 of S3-Avi-DOX compared to free DOX is possibly due to
more efficient uptake mediated by the S3-Avi platform.
3. Conclusion
In summary, we present a stable, trivalent protein-drug conjugate based on an avidin adaptor
platform, which mimics key features of antibody-drug conjugates: (1) cell targeting entity, (2)
bioactive cargo, and (3) stable yet responsive linker on a protein scaffold. Moreover, the
linker allows facile covalent assembly of cargoes on demand, as demonstrated with three
different dyes/drugs. The conjugate is taken up by cancer cells expressing SSTR2 and
exhibits stability in biological media. In addition, the assembly of the conjugates capitalizing
on the interactions of boronic acid with salicylhydroxamates enabled controlled cargo release
in response to pH or oxidative agents. The construct demonstrated enhanced cytotoxicity in
SSTR2 receptor overexpressing cell lines compared to the free drug. The results suggest that
the system is suitable for assembling cargoes where concentrations in micromolar are
sufficient to induce biological effects. For systems where lower cargo dosage is required in
sub-micromolar or nanomolar range, it is possible to increase the binding affinity by adopting
a peptide scaffold to introduce multiple interaction points in the linkers.32,48 Nevertheless, the
platform and chemical strategy presented herein allows the rapid generation of a library of
smart, antibody-inspired protein-drug conjugates and overcome some of the inherent
limitations of peptides. We envisage that the reported technology will open new avenues for
the innovation of “on-site” conjugation of smart, antibody-drug-inspired conjugates that can
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respond to various stimuli found inside tumor cells and expands the current repertoire of
protein therapeutics beyond classical ADCs.
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A high antibody-drug-inspired conjugate is assembled on a protein scaffold with a linker based on
boronic acid-salicyclhydroxamate interactions to allow for controlled release of the cytotoxic drug in
the acidic or oxidative conditions.
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